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Methods of estimating AOA
• The techniques used for estimating AOAs on a wind turbine blade can be 
categorized into:
– Experimental methods – e.g., rotors retrofitted with probes, pressure 
sensors etc., and the data can be use to estimate local AOA.
– Theoretical methods – e.g., BEM based methods.
– Computational methods – having access to a CFD database, AOA can 
be estimated by extracting velocities at desired locations. 
• In this paper  we discuss the following FOUR methods, …
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Methods of estimating AOA
Method (1.): Inverse BEM method [13,14] – uses predetermined blade 
forces to estimate the local induction.
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Methods of estimating AOA
Method (2.): Average Velocity from CFD - Using CFD data to obtain the 
average annular velocity at a given radial position [14 15 16], ,
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Methods of estimating AOA
Method (3): Local Velocity from CFD - Using CFD data to obtain the axial 
velocity as a function of the azimuth  and thereby its value at the blade, .
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Methods of estimating AOA
Method (4): CP distribution - Determining AOA by comparing the high-
pressure side C distributions from a 3D computation with an unknown - P 
AOA and a set of 2D cases with known AOAs [18]. 
Example: The CP distributions from full rotor CFD 
DTU Wind Energy, Technical University of Denmark
computation at r/R=0.25 and v=10 m/s, and 
from 2D CFD computation at AOA = 40
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The MEXICO Experiment
M d l E i t  i  C t ll d • o e xper men s n on ro e
Conditions (MEXICO), 2006, DNW 
large scale wind tunnel, the 
Netherlands (see [20])
• 4.5m diameter rotor
• Various tests under different 
operating conditions (varied velocity, 
pitch, yaw, etc.)
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Figure: The MEXICO experimental 
setup. Source: Snel et al. (2007) 
[20]
CFD simulations
• Two sets of simulations were carried out using the in-house flow solver 
Ellipsys 3D (see [12])
– 1. The original MEXICO rotor, at V0 = {10,12,15,17,21,24,28} m/s.
– 2. A re-twisted MEXICO rotor with new twist configurations, at V0 = 
{10,12,15,17,20,25} m/s.
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Results
Twist configurations, schematic:
Configuration T2
Configuration T1
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Results
Th  th d f C di t ib ti  (M th d (4 )) d i t  t hi h AOA• e me o o P s r u on e o . ev a es a g s.
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Observations
Th  i  BEM th d (M th d (1 )) i t tl  ti t   l  • e nverse me o e o . cons s en y es ma es a ower
AOA in the separated regions, which is more prominent at in board and 
out board sections.
• The CFD methods (Methods (2.) and (3.)) remain in good agreement 
through the range of AOAs.
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Results
Recall…
Configuration T2
Configuration T1
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Observations
M th d (1 ) i t tl  ti t   l  AOA i  th  t d i  • e o . cons s en y es ma es a ower n e separa e reg ons,
which is more prominent at in board and out board sections.
• Methods (2.) and (3.) remain in good agreement through the range of 
AOAs.
• Effect of mid board vortices similar to tip vortices.
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Results
• Estimated induction by BEM methods is for infinite number of blades.
C t i  P dtl’  ti  l  f t   i t t d b  Sh  t l [21]• orrec us ng ran s p oss ac or, as n erpre e y en e a .
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Conclusions
All th d  h  d t i  t l  l  f tt k• me o s ave goo agreemen n a ow ang es o a ac .
• The method of CP dist. (Method (4.)) is the least reliable.
• The inverse BEM method (method (1.)) consistently estimates a lower 
AOA in the separated regions, which is more prominent at in-board and 
out-board sections.
• The CFD methods (methods (2.) and (3.)) remain in good agreement 
through the range of AOAs.
• Rotational augmentation occurs for a large portion of the blade  and rate ,
at which this effect is modeled to change (decrease) as a function of the 
radial position is in general too high.
• The deviation of the airfoil characteristics from their 2D behavior are 
 t  b   f ti  f t  d i t hseen o e a unc on o wo om nan p enomena
– Rotational augmentation in the in board section
– Effect of trailing vortices at tip/mid-board locations
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